WE STAND BEHIND OUR PRODUCTS & SERVICE

HEAT TRANSFER EQUIPMENT
pre-engineered for general applications|custom for process applications
plate|brazed
air|cool

The New Standard in Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers
From water to oil to process fluid and corrosive fluid applications, there’s a Standard Xchange heat exchanger that will get the job done. The comprehensive range of heat exchangers are dependable, rugged, and proven – with more than 90 years of research and engineering backing every design. With state- of-the-art computerized design and configuration integrated with advanced lean manufacturing cells, hundreds of design options are
available through a Quick Ship Program providing unparalleled yet cost effective lead-times. Or better, Cascade Flow Control Solution’s has it in stock.
It is true that Standard Xchange has been leading the way in state-of-the-art heat transfer solutions. The advanced thermal research lab is one of the
largest and best equipped facilities in the industry. Staffed with a team of highly qualified engineers, Standard Xchange’s research efforts are used to
analyze complex heat transfer solutions and advanced new product development. It is also made available to industry groups, to develop standards
and guidelines for product design and testing.

CASCADE is a proud partner with STANDARD XCHANGE | Call to discuss your requirements

MODEL: BCF <IN STOCK>

MODEL: SX2000 <IN STOCK>

Pre-engineered fixed tubesheet construction made with cast
iron and copper alloys.

Pre-engineered fixed tubesheet construction made with cast iron,
steel and copper.

Shell diameters in 2” through 8” with 1, 2 or 4 pass
configurations.

Shell diameters in 3” through 8” with 1, 2 or 4 pass
configurations.

Applications: to heat or cool water or lube oil; condense
steam. Use for auxiliary machinery,
turbines, engines, compressors and lasers.

Applications: to cool lube oil, fluids or jacket
water, and for use where copper is not
practical.

BCF/HCF/SSCF Gaskets
<IN STOCK>
SX2000 Gaskets
<IN STOCK>
3” - 8” 4-pass
compressed
fiber gaskets
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